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FLt, 5-187521 DATE: at, 1W?

MATTER DF: Kay and Associates, Incorporated

DIGEST:

1. Determination that proposal is technically unacceptable i.
matter or-marily within discretion of procuring agency and
will not be questioned by GAO in absence of evidence that
technical evaluations were without reasonable basil.

2. Compecitive advantage gained by offeror as a result of prior
performance of Government contract Is not improper.

Kay and Associates, ;ncorporated (Kav),protemts the award of
a contractto Northrop Wohldwide Aircraft Services, Inc. (NWASI),
under request for proposals (PFP) No. N00123-76-R-1661 ieoued by
the Naval Regional Procurement Office, Long Beach, California.
Kay's protest questions the adequacy of disclosure of the Navy'a
minimua requirements in the RFP and alleges that the Navy'a restric-
tive interpretation of the RFP's experience requirements permitted
only the incumhent, NWASI, to qualify.

The Navy required aircraft maintenance support services for
five F-1E and threeT-3S military aircraft based at the Navy
Fighter Weapons School, Naval Air Station, Miramar. Similar
services were required for a sixth P-5E aircraft to be maintained
in a "fly away" pipeline status. Section C of the RvP provided in
pertinent part as follow.:

"The following information shall be included in
Voluse I [tetchnical portion] of your prooosal.
The information is required to facilitate an
evaluaticn and comparison, of vour qualifications
with other firms submitting propouals!

i

"Information concerning the experience your
finm has had in performance of Government con-
tract. for similar aervices of the variety and
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maguitude net forth in the RiP Thim information
should include data ac to the scope of work required
under such contracts, the term of maid contract.,
number and types of personnel furnished, the pro-
curing agencies ^ontracted with, contract numberso
and any other applicable information. This section
must include specific examples of experience in
operational maintenance program as well as examples
of the overall organization's experience with the
F-5E and T-38 aircraft.

*- * * * *

"The following is the Governument's estimate of thr
maintenance team composition required to provide
the contract services. The technuical proposal
shall include justification for any proposed
deviation hereto:

I(Mintenance te-a conposition followed.]"

Section F-82 of the RFP, Descriptiovi and;Specifications, provided
that all personnel assigned to this program musi be qualified/certified
aircraft mainteuance surervisors *unG technicians, who are familiar
with Navy Maintenance Procedures aud Directives. Of the nine posit'on
description stated in the RFP one mentioned the F-5 aircraft and five
mentioned the F-5E aircraft specifically, as follows:

"F-8. i MAINTENANCE FOREMAN/QA FORMCAN

"The Forenin shall posoess an extensive back-
ground in the field of Aircraft maintenance
with minimum of ten years experience in direct
aircraft maintenance repair, inspection and
modification. * * * He shnuld possess a
broad worlIng knowledge of the -F-5 aircraft.

"F-.85 MATERIAL/SUPPLY FORMAN

"Must have previous experience to conuist of
a minimum of ten years base level supply
experience of which three years minimum have
been in material facilities and Rtock record
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control activitie. * * * He muse be thoroughly
familiar vith the pecultarities of the Nrv/VUW
1-5Z/T-38 logistic support plan and procedurea
in support of the NFWS; have experlaece in
P-52/T-3a logistic support plan and procedures
in support of the NFWS; have experience in
F-5E/T-.8 Airframe and EnSine TCTO Kit procure-
eant, monitoring and issue * * .

"F-5.6 INSPECTOR PERIODIC/AIRFRAHE GENERAL AND
AIRFRAME/CREW CHIEFS

"Muut have a minimum of aix years practical experience
performinurlrair, inspection, modification on jet
type aircraft. Shall have four years experience on
T-38/F-5Z aircraft. * a *

"1-8.7 JET ENGINE TECHNICIAN (ENGINE BUILDUP)

"luat be qualified on jet engines with six yearn'
experience; itnermediate shop and organizational
engine flight line experience including trouble-
shooring, engine conditioning. Must be qualified
on F-5E/T-38 engine aircraft run-up. * * *
&ttendance of F-5E/T-38 familiarization course.

* * * * *

"F-8.9 AVIONiCS. RADIO. RADAR, ELECT/TNSTRUKENT.
SHEET METAL, EGRESS SYSTEKS* WEAPONS SYSTENS

"'Contractor personnel assigned to the contract should
be familiar wiLh the T-38/F-5E type aircraft and U.S.
Navy Aircraft Mainteiuance Program, Procedures and
Directiver, and must have a minimum sxperience level
of approximately four years. * * *

"F-8.10 EGRESS TECHNICIAN

"ShoulC have four years> xperience in speciality.
* * * Attendance of F-5E/T-38 familiarization course.

Section D, Evaluation and Award Factors, providu as
follovs:
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"D-1 Award of the contract will be made to the low,
responsible offeror in accordance with the minivans
technical qualification requirenants aet fsirth hbrnia,
including the following general areas listed in
descending order of importance:

Tectnical qualifications of key maintenance
end management personnel
Contractor's overall experience in operational
maintenance program and specific 1-5E and T-38
experience.* * *t1

Tytlve potential offarors received copies o5Z the RFPeand
seven offerors submitted timely technical and cout propoma.lm.
Technical proposals were forwarlsd to the Navy lighter Weapon
School (NPWS) for evaluation. Two of those proposals, NMWASI's
and Dynalectron, Inc.'s, ver- found to be technically acceptable
or capable of being made acteptable. Subsequently, the Navy
determined that Oynalectron's cost proposal vas incapable of being
brought to a level competitive with NWASI's, and after further
negotiation, 'vard was made to NWASI.

The five ptopoumals deemed to be fundarentally deficient and
not subject to ad; utment through negotiation, including fay's
propusal, reflectcJ similar failinRq in the Navy's view, specifi-
cally: (1) most assumed the F-5E to be similar to earlier genera-
tions of the aircraft and did not offer the directly relevant
experience required; and (2) few offerors demonstrated an a*cepP-
able comprehension of the intensity of flight operations to be
supported.

Kay contends that only the NFWS and the incumbent really
understood the contract requirements because the NFWS considered
any proposal not listingv personnel specifically experienced a
F-5E aircraft to be unacceptable. Further, since no margin for
"learning curve" effects was acceptable, only the P-5E prime
contractor or one of its subsidiaries could qualify. Kay concludes
that this procurement was not competitive.

The Navy reports that the F-5E is significantly different
frnm other members of the F-5 family (e g., its engina, J-05-CE-
2i, is not found in other aircraft)iand maintenance experience on
another aircraft would be itappiicable to the F-5E. Further,
since the NFWS mission requires multiple daily sorties by all
aircraft in the squadron, a high premium is placed on quick turn-
around maintenance efforts and, therefore, no margin exists for
"lenrning curve" experience.
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Out Office has consistently held that the contracting agencies
hav- the primary responsibility for drafting specifications which
reflect the minimu needi of the Governmaet, and we are not required
to object in the absence of evidence of lack of a reasonable basis.
S.e, *. s,;Gsrdner Mhchijiry Coreoration, Bi4i5418, September 15,
1976,76-20C1D 245. Further it is well settled that "an offeror
aast demonstrate affirmatively the ueritn of its proposal," Kinton
Corporaidon, B-183105, June 16,1975, 75-1 CPD 365, and that it
runs the risk of proposal rejection if it fails to do so clearly.
See Programming ethiods GTE Iafori atinn SyetesS. Inc , 3-181845,
December 12,, 1974, 74-2 CPD 311. Where an offeror's proposal in
so technically deficient and thus is not within the competitive
range, there is no obligation to'hold discussions to improve the
proposal. Julie Research Laboratories, Inc., 55 ComD. Cen. 374
(1975), 75-2 CPD 232; Essex Corporxtion, B-182595, April 23, 1975.
75-1 CPD 255.

The determination that-Kay!s proposal was technically unaccept-
abln- is a uatter primarily witin the discretion of the procuring
'agency and w11 not be"4uestioned by our Office in. the absonce of

evidence which would justify our Office in concluding that the
technical evaluations were without a reausioiale basis. The record
in this case is devoid-of any such evidence and Kay does not questinn
the technical ovaluation; therefore, we find no reason to question
the award in this regard. See Doild N. Hunphriev & Associates,
55 Comp. Cen. 432 (1975), 75-2 CPD 275; Continental Electronics
Corp., B-183R91, June 23. 1976, 76-1 CPD 399.

hFurthermore, we have recognized that a firm may enjoy a
competiiive advantage by vIrtue'of its incumbency or its own
particular circumstancaswand there is no requirement for equalizing
competition by ta1king into coniadeation these types of advantages.
Arospa eEngineerinn Services Corporation, B-184850, March 9, 1976,
76-1 CPD 164. Since it appears that NWASI was not given preferential
treatment in the competition, Kay has no basis to object merely
because of its adventage as the existing source. See Birdaboro
Coroiration, B-184691, Septeuher 5. 1976, 76-2 CPD 226.

Accordingly, Kay's protest is denied. However, by letter of
today, we arerecommending to the Secretary of the Navy that in
future procurements where the Navy's minimum needs require main-
tenance expertise on a particular aircraft, and absent such experi-
ence a technical proposal will not be considered within the
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competitive range, an waU the came here, sound procurnent practice
requires that the RYP clearly mo advise potential offerors.

Acting cou 11srs& cU r
of the United Statet
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